distinctive . defined . designed

by signbox

Elegance and presence defined
Exterior signage solutions demand a holistic,
harmonised approach that addresses
aesthetics, navigation, corporate branding and
a considered respect for the environment.

With an elegance and future-proof presence
that projects information and corporate
identities beautifully, Stealth adds harmony to
a setting and its architecture, whilst creating
first impressions that are remembered for all
the right reasons.

1200mm O/A

Stealth is the name behind the most exciting
exterior signage system in the Signbox range
and it’s making powerful statements about
buildings and estates within both traditional
and more contemporary environments.
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This versatile exterior signage solution
comprises a series of distinct, sleek profiles
that can be used inside and out. Highly flexible,
Stealth is being deployed as wayfinding, estate
signage and eye-catching information points
that welcome, inform and direct to stunning
effect.
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Stealth is the perfect signage solution for a
wide range of market sectors, from corporate
and education to hospitality, leisure and real
estate environments, adding impact and
finesse as standard.

50mm x 50mm steel box section, fixed into
void and mechanically fixed at top and bottom
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Harmonised signs by design

stealth 48

Stealth is the answer to virtually maintenancefree, durable, yet spectacular signage that
enhances and complements the surrounding
environment effortlessly.
Designed by Signbox, Stealth is a heavy gauge
single-piece extrusion system manufactured
in aluminium and available in a range of
contemporary finishes. These silver anodised
profiles can be stove enamelled or powder
coated to an exacting paint finish, accurately
matching any RAL, BS, NCS or Pantone
reference. Text, graphics and icons are usually
digitally printed or supplied in a cast reflective
vinyl to deliver enhanced visibility at night.

			

Stealth can incorporate logos, text, graphics
and branding to suit any corporate style, all
of which can be projected spectacularly with
energy efficient, low voltage LED illumination
techniques. Stealth profiles are designed to
incorporate LED cable management, safely
and securely.

							 stealth 20

This flexible signage system can also be
combined with panels of toughened glass or
acrylic to form single-sided or double-sided
multipost signs.
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The beauty of Stealth
Aesthetically pleasing
Stealth is manufactured from extruded
aluminium sections with aluminium endcaps, all of which can be anodised, stove
enamelled or polyester powder coated to
								
suit corporate identities and surrounding
architecture.

stealth 16.5

Virtually maintenance free

										
Stainless steel fixings produce a virtually

stealth 10

maintenance-free and corrosion-resistant
system.
Reduced energy costs
When LED illumination is specified, power
consumption can be as little as 1W.
Flexible dimensions
Stealth is available in widths from 100mm
to 500mm as standard. Other sizes can
be supplied, please contact us for further
details.
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fin 50

Truly sustainable signage
Exterior environments that demand a more
organic approach to signage should look to
Timber Fin, a truly sustainable solution that
integrates seamlessly with the landscape.

				

fin 29

With a service life of some 25 years, Timber
Fin is the incredibly environmentally friendly
signage system that provides a highly durable,
yet natural alternative to aluminium extrusions.
Laminated from commercial grade off-cuts
of western red cedar, Timber Fin is derived
from a sustainable source that meets class
1 requirements. Its rich warm colouring and
natural texture makes a distinctive architectural
statement and blends harmoniously with the
environment.
Characters and graphics can be mounted on
or routed into the profile, with the finish left
untreated to weather into an attractive silver
grey patina or protected with pigmented
finishes to maintain the warmth of the cedar.
Timber Fin can be supplied in monolith and
twin post formats in lengths of up to 3 metres
that support toughened glass panels with antivandal stainless steel fixings. A rebate in the
Fin 50 profile provides cable management for
energy efficient LED illuminated letters
that create a totally unique look.
Timber Fin is available in profile widths of
290mm and 500mm.
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Designed and produced by Red Echo. 01707 880870
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